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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 12 be a smooth bounded domain of R n, n > 2, and let ~1 c gl be a subdomain with smooth 
boundary ~ satisfying ~1 C i2. Writing F = c9~ and gl2 = ~\~ll  we have ~ = ~1 tJ 122 and 
0i'~2 = ~, tJ F. We are concerned with the existence of positive solutions to the following system 
of nonlinear elliptic equations: 
-a(/~ IVul2dx) Au-- f(x,u), i n~ l ,  
1 
-b(~ IVv,2dx) Av=g(x,v), in 122, 
2 
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with the transmission conditions 
u = v, on ~, 
a 1 IVu[ 2 dx -~ = b 2 IVy[ 2 dx O--~'Ov on E. 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Here a, b are positive continuous functions and f : ~1 x R ~ R, g : ~2 x R ~ R are locally 
Lipschitz functions with subcritical growth. 
I~E  F ~21 
m ~ = ~1 Ugh20I2=FUE 
, y = outward normal to f~2 
Figure 1. 
Transmission problems or difraction problems arise in several applications in physics and bi- 
ology. The existence and regularity results for linear transmission problems are well-known and 
a complete study can be found in [1]. We note that when a,b are constants, the system (1.1)- 
(1.5) represents a single equation in f~ with discontinuous coefficients. In the present case, the 
approach is more delicate because a, b are nonlocal nonlinearities. 
Problem (1.1)-(1.5) is related to the stationary problem of the following system of two wave 
equations of Kirchhoff type: 
1 
vu - b ( j~ [VvJe dx) A~v = g(x, v), in~2,  
2 
which models the transverse vibrations of a membrane composed by two different materials in f~l 
and ~2. Controllability and stabilization of transmission problems for the wave equations can be 
found in, e.g., [2,3]. For a survey on scalar wave equations of Kirchhoff type, we refer the reader 
to [4]. The stationary problems of Kirchhoff type were also considered by some authors, e.g., 
Alves and Corr~a [5] and Andrade and Ma [6]. See also [7], where some elliptic problems involving 
nonlocal nonlinearities of the type a(fa u)Au = f were considered with applications, and [8], for a 
related fourth-order problem. As for nonlinear elliptic transmission problems, Pfliiger [9] studied 
a semilinear system with a nonlinear boundary condition like u + ~(x, u) -- v on E. In order to 
deal with the nonlinearity across the boundary, he used trace theorems and critical point theory. 
We notice that since equation (1.1) has no fixed boundary condition in ~1, an additional 
coerciveness term ~u (a > 0) are usually added in its left side, as it was considered in [9]. In our 
case, this term is not necessary since equation (1.2) has a partial Dirichlet condition in ~2, and 
then some coerciveness i  transmitted to equation (1.1) through the boundary E. 
To our best knowledge, system (1.1)-(1.5) was not considered early, and our objective is to 
study the existence and nonexistence of positive solutions by using minimization arguments. 
Let us precisely describe our assumptions in order to establish the main result. Since in the 
applications a, b are linear functions with positive slopes, we suppose that there exist constants 
ao,al,bo,bl > 0 and a > 1 such that 
a(s)>ao+als '~-1 and b(s)>bo+blS ~-1, Vs>0.  (1.6) 
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For the functions f, g we assume that there exists p <_ 2a satisfying 1 _< p < 2n/(n - 2) if n >_ 3 
o rp>l i fn=2,  suchthat  
lim f (x ,u )  _ 0 and lim g(x,v)  _ O. (1.7) 
1~1~ lu l ; - '  1,1-~oo [vl p-1 
THEOREM 1. Let us assume that (1.6) and (1.7) hold. Then system (1.1)-(1.5) has at least one 
nonnegative solution if f ( x, O) = g( x, O) = O. 
Without additional hypotheses on the Theorem 1, (u, v) = 0 could be the unique nonnegative 
solution of (1.1)-(1.5). 
THEOREM 2. Let us assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and the following local conditions. 
There exist constants a2, a3, r > 0 and ~- >_ G such that 
a(s) < a2 + a3s ~-1, ifO < s < r, (1.8) 
and 
lira f (x ,  u) > V > Ai (a2 + a3 T- i )  x E 121, (1.9) 
u-*0+ U -- 
where >,1 > 0 is the first eigenvalue of -A  in H~(~i).  Then if g(x,V) >_ 0 for 0 < v < r, system 
(1.1)-(1.5) has at least one positive solution. 
THEOREM 3. Let us fix m < infs>_o{a(s),b(s)} and let A i > 0 be the first eigenvalue of -A  in 
H~(a). Then if 
0 <_ f (x ,u )  <_ mAlu and 0 <_ g(y,v) <_ mAlv,  (1.10) 
for all x E Di, Y E ~2, and u,v > 0., problem (1.1)-(1.5) does not have positive solutions. 
2. THE VARIAT IONAL SETT ING 
We begin with some notations. For a given open set D, the standard norm in LP(D) is denoted 
by I[" ][p,D. Our analysis is based on the Sobolev space 
E = {(u,v) E HI(~'/1) x Hrl(a2); u = v on S},  
where 
Hri(g/2) = {v E Hi(f~2); v = 0 on F}.  
Then, we have the following lemma that will permit the variational setting of the system (1.1)- 
(1.5). 
LEMMA i. E is a closed subspace of Hl(~l) x HI([ ' /2) and 
[l(u, v)ll~ = IlVull~,~l + IlVvll~,a. (2.1) 
defines a norm in E, equivalent to the standard norm of H i (a1)  X H1(~2) .  
PROOF. We only prove the latter statement. It is clear that (2.1) defines a seminorm. Then 
suppose that ][(u,v)N E = 0. Since Poincar6 inequality holds in H1(122), one has that I[Vv[]2,n2 
defines a norm, and thus, v = 0. From the transmission condition, u = v -- 0 in ~, and therefore, 
u E H~(~I).  This shows that (u,v) = 0, and hence, (2.1) defines a norm in E. Now, applying 
the trace theorem in Hl(~2),  there exists 0 > 0 such that 
IIW, l12,a2 > ellvll2,s, vv e Hl(a~).  
But it is known that [[Vul[2,a 1 + I[u[12,~ defines an equivalent norm in Hi( f l l ) .  Then combining 
these two remarks the result follows. | 
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Next, we observe that weak solutions of (1.1)-(1.5) are critical points of the functional J : 
E--* R, 
2 1 2 
where A, B, F, G denote the primitives of a, b, f, g, respectively. As a matter of fact, J is of 
class C 1 and weakly lower semicontinuous. In particular we have, for all (u, v), (~o, ¢) E E, 
<J'(u,v), (V,¢)) = a ([[Vu[[2,~l) [ VuVvdx 
1 
We finish this section with a known regularity result. Let (u, v) be a critical point of J in E 
and let us write a = a(f~l [Vul 2 dx) and fl = b(fn2 IVv[ 2 dx). Noting that 
fl (z) = f (x, u(z)) and gl(x) = g (x, v(x)) 
are L 2 functions in x, we have from [1] that (u,v) is the unique solution in H2( fh)  x H2(f~2) of 
- -a  AU ---- f l ,  in ~'~1, (2.2) 
- /3Av  = gl, in f~2, (2.3) 
v = 0, on F, (2.4) 
Ou Ov 
u = v and a~--~ = f~--~, on E. (2.5) 
In addition, if f, g are locally Lipschitz, then (u, v) is a solution of class C 2. 
3. PROOF OF  THE THEOREMS 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a simple minimization argument. The existence and 
nonexistence of positive solutions are derived from the strong maximum principle (see, e.g., [10, 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6]). The techniques we use can be found in, e.g., [11]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. From (1.6), we have for s > 0, 
and therefore, 
A(s) >_ aos + als° and B(s) >_ bos + bls~, 
O" O" 
~ 2. bl 2. fa fa J(u,v) >_ -~a IlVuii ,al + ~ailVvll2,a, - F(x,u)dx - a(x,v)dx. 
1 2 
Using (1.7), given e > 0 there exists a constant Ce > 0 such that 
fa F(x,u)dx <_ + C~lall, C')'[[ u l [P  l (l-~l) 
1 
where 7 > 0 is a Sobolev imbedding constant. Since a similar inequality holds for G, from 
Lemma 1 there exist positive constants C1, C2, Ca such that 
J(u, v) > Clll(u,.)ll[" - ~c211(u,.)ll~ - c3. 
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Noting that p _< 2a, choosing ¢ small enough, we see that J is coercive in E. Then, from the 
weak lower semicontinuity of J ,  problem (1.1)-(1.5) has at least one solution. 
Next, we consider nonnegative solutions. Let us replace f,  g by f ,  ~ defined by h(x, u) = h(x, u) 
if u > 0 and h(x, u) = 0 if u < 0. Since ] ,  ~ satisfy all the hypotheses for f,  g, there exists a 
solution (u, v) E E of (1.1)-(1.5) with f,g replaced by ] ,~. Then noting that 
Ja ] (x,u)u-dx=J~ ~(x,v)v-dx=O, 
1 2 
where u -  = - min{0, u} and v -  = - min{0, v}, from (2.2)-(2.5) we have 
a /~ VuVu- dx + j3 /~ VvVv- dx = O. 
1 2 
This shows that HVu-[[2,~, = llVv-[[2,~2 = 0 which implies ][(u-,v-)H E -- O. Therefore, 
u, v > 0, and consequently, ](x, u) = f(x, u) and ~(x, u) = g(x, u). Then we see that (u, v) is in 
fact a nonnegative solution of (1.1)-(1.5). 1 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let (u,v) be the nonnegative solution given by Theorem 1, which is 
in fact a global minimum of J ,  that is, J with f, g replaced by f ,  g. We are going to show that 
u ~ 0. Let ~1 > 0 be the first eigenfunction of -A  in H~(fl l )  with []~7~1][2,~1 = 1. Then 
( t~,  0) c E for all t E •. 
Now, let us apply conditions (1.8) and (1.9). From (1.9), there exist ~, r '  > 0 such that 
F(x,  u) > a2 + - -  + e u 2, if 0 < u < r'. 
T 
Then, if 0 < t < r ' / [ [~l]]~ and noting that lIVe1 2 2 ][2,al = A1H~lll2,~x, it follows that 
/n  1 (  a3 ) t2.  F'(x,t~l(x))dx>_ 5 a2+- -+e 
1 T 
From (1.8), we have that 
A(s) <_ a2s + a~3sf, if 0 ,~ s < r. 
T 
Then if t > 0 is small enough, we infer that 
a3 (t2r t 2 
J ( t~ ,  0) _< ~ - t~) - ~-5 < 0. 
Consequently, 
J ( t~l ,W) < J(0, w), Vw E H~(ft2), 
which implies that (0, v) is not a global minimum of J. Therefore u ~ 0. 
Now defining c(x) as f - (x ,u) /u i fu  ¢ 0 and c(x) = 0 i fu  = 0, we see that (1.1) becomes 
-aAu + c(x)u = f+ (x, u) >_ O, in ~tl. 
Then the strong maximum principle implies that u > 0 in f~l and ou # 0 on E. By the 
transmission condition we see that v # 0 and since g-(x,v)/v is continuous, as before, we 
conclude that v > 0 in gt2 by the maximum principle. I 
REMARKS. From the above proof, we see that system (1.1)-(1.5) still has a positive solution if 
conditions (1.8) and (1.9) are replaced by the corresponding ones for b(s) and g(x, v). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. We argue by contradiction. Let (u,v) be a positive solution (1.1)-(1.5) 
and ~ > 0 be the first eigenfunction of -A  in H01(ft). Then putting a = a(fa~ IVul 2 dx) and 
/~ = b(fa.~ 1~Tvl 2 dx), we have 
g(y,v)~ l dy > m /a -Au~l dx + m f -Av~ 1 dy 
1 J~'t2 
= rn jG Alu~ol dx -l- rn jf~ Alv~l dy, 
1 2 
which contradicts (1.11). This ends the proof. 
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